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Plate fage
Uense stand of second growth epruce-haetioc.L.
Note hemlock reproduction on the ri;ht sijjcof road clearing where the iithtay Sun tenc-traes into the stand.
Loading logs with shovel loader at Cascade
Head Experimentaj Forest.
Hyster triple-drw yarding unit mounted on aCaterpillar tractor,

4. Tract 3-B after yarding. Contract Ie.uirertenresulted in rather complete utilization or thetotal wood voluie produced,

brusthreat area on tract 1-fl. The brush 60Cover, even though severely burned by thd slashfire, soon becomes re-established on theand competes with planted trees. Planted treesare indicated b,,r cedar stakes.
6, i brush-threat area on tract where the 62slash was not burn, Plinted trees, a indi-cated by cedar zakes, are hidden under a dense.brush and herbacecus cover three feet thick,
7. he brushy portion of tract 3-n immediately 65after logging.

Trees 1ere felled Into tie brushy creek bottom 69to knock down the brush and create slash totac1lit: te burning.
Tract 3-C after removal of the initial iaarkir. 82In tractor roads were kept n s straight aspossible to minimize loggin daaage.
i portion of tract 3- after removal of the 84initial marking,

11, A dense brush patch typical of many coastal area,.
The same area shown in Plate 11, eight months 88later. Trees b-&ve oeen felled into the brushto icfloc,k it down and create slash.
Tract l- showin felled and bucked lors rea 93for yarding. ' clean-up m..L.k1n %Jill uelater to remove any damaged trees,
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A portion of tract 1-B after removal 95of the initial marking.
Loading logs from tract 1-B. 97

Tree crowns were crowded resulting 101
in considerable mortality in the
supressed and interfnediate crown classeB

Removal of a large defective tree 103sometimes created a rather large
opening in the canopy.

The internedjate out removal trees 103
that were expected to die and gave the
residual trees more growin space.
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CUPPING PLANS AND LOGGING COSTS IN
A lOO-TAR-OLD TiND OI bITKA

StJCi JdD ii.TEliN kThMLOCK

INTRODUCTION

In paat years the raw material supply of the
pulp and paper industriea of western Oregon and westorn
Vashington has been in the form of large logs from virgin
stands of Sitka spruce (Picea sitohensis (Bong.) Carr.)-
and western hemlock (Tauga heterophylla (Rat.) Sarg.).
These logs were economical to handle because of their
large size and high quality. In many oases those pulp
logs were a by-product of logging operations where the
main interest was in high quality Douglas-fir (Pseudo-
tauga taxifolia (Poir.) Britton) saw logs (12, p.4).
There was little interest shown in small timber. Where

hemlock or spruce trees occurred as an understory they
were frequently destroyed during removal of the old
growth or by the slash fire that followed.

In recent years, however, there has been
increasing interest n second-growth spruce and helook.
Depletion of virgin old-growth stands by logging,

1. The nomenclature used in this paper was obtained trxn
"Checklist of the Naturalized Trees of the United states,
including Alaska." Porest Service, U. S. Dept.rtient of
Agriculture, 1944.
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expansion of the industry, and destruction by fire have
all contributed to this trend. Second-growth logs now
make up an important part of the total production, arid
industrial leaders realize that almost all their raw
material requirements will soon be coming from young

second-growth stands. Many pulp and paper companies have

undertaken intensive land acquisition prograi8 and during
the last few years have acquired large acroages of cut-
over and second-growth lands. Some have employed a

relatively large staff of technical foresters to manage
their lands for permanent production.

Past research in manowent of second-growth
spruce-hemlock baa not been very intensive duu, in part,
to the lack of interest shown by forest owners. But the

recent trend toward intensive second-growth manageiint
has completely changed this situation. Fore3t owners

are now highly interested in learning the best management

techniques. Therefore, additional research is urgently
needed. The study reported in this thesis was initiated
in 1947 to fill, at least in part, this need. It is
concerned with five clear-cutting and three intermediate-
cutting units established in a 100-year-old stand of
oven-aged spruce-hemlock at the Cascade Head ixperinenta1

Forest on the Oregon coast. The method of cutting was

chosen in each case according to what was considered the



most promising for the particular stand condition
presented. The objective was to test and de;aonst

the best techniques on logging operations of Corn-
mercia]. size. The author was given the assignaeLlt of

establishing the cutting units and supervising the
research phases of the work. This thesis is an analysis
of the experimental cuttings established and the results
obtained during the first three years of the study.



SITKA SPRUCE- ThRN HLifL0CK

In the United States the Sitka spruce-western
hemlock type is confined to the tog belt along the coastal
slopes' Oregon and asbington. It rarely extends more
than 25 miles inland. The marine climate is characterized
by high precipitation, frequent fogs, moderate teI.Lpora-
turea, and the absence 01' extrerie winter cold. The

average annual temperature is about 50 degrees Fahren-

heit and varies only slightly from north to souih.
Annual precipitation ranges botween 60 and 12U inches

(21, p.2-3. It is low along the ocean front, increas-
ing farther inland along the higher elevations of the
Coast Range in Oregon and the Olympic Mountains in

Washington.

An example of this increased precipitation
farther inland has ben reoorded within the boundaries
of the experimental area involved in this study. The

annual precipitation at the mouth of the alsnon tiver on

the ocean front averaged 64.71 inches during the period

1936 to 1941. For the same period the precipitation
measured at Cascade Head xperiraentnl Forest ReadquarterB

located about tour miles inland averaged. 81.82 inches
(1°, p.4).

The stands vary from pure spruce to pure hemlock,
Principal associated species are Douglas-fir, western

4



red-cedar (ThujaDijoata Donn.), silver fir (Abies
aaiablljs (DoLigi.) Forb.), and red alder (Alnus rubra
Bong.). At the summit of the Coast Range in Oregon
the total annual precipjtatjon drops rather abruptly,
It is at this point that the spruce-hen type uerges
into that of the Dougiasfir,

TI

This fog belt type &soapable of very high
yields, considerably above those of the adjacent and

better known Douglas-fir type, largely because growth
is on more stems per acre for any given hei;ht and age
(plate 1). Reporting on the 1945 reea8urement of 1].
one-acre yield plots in unmanaged stands at Coade
Road Experimental Forest Munger (22, table 3) gave the
average net mean annual growth as 247 cubIc feet per
acrs at an age of 94 years. Based on board feet,
Soribner rule, for trees 11.6 inches end over in dialn-
eter. breast high the average was 1454 bo:rd feet per
acre. During the last lOyear period the annual mortal-

ity on these plots averaged 98.7 cubic feet or 445.5
board feet per acre. When compared to a relatively

slow growing species such as ponderosa pine this yield
is phenomenal, particularly in stands where the annual

mortality can be salvaged by careful intermediate
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PLTh 1

Dense stand of second-growth spruoe-hemlook.

Note hemlock reproduction on the right 81d0

of road clearing where midday sun penetrates

into the stand.
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cuttings. Writing about the sane plots Briegleb (7,
p.2) states that a block or such land less than nine
miles Square could auply a 150 ton SuiDhite pulp mill
continuously at tufl capacity. It should be noted,
however, that these plots were located in areas which
are probably better stocked than most in the spruce-
hemlock typo. On the other hand the stands have re-
ceived no silvicultural treatment, and intensive
management of such stands should increase the yield
considerably.

SILVICAL CW4RACERlSTIc$

Some of the known sllvioal characteristics
of $ltka spruce ai western heiniock are mentioned below

in order that the management techniques being tested
may be bettor understood.

A characteristic of major iiaportance to the
forest man:er is tolerance. Both spruce and hemlock

are notably tolerant, hemlock more So than spruce (21,

p.4). Baker (2, p.234) classes both species as very
tolerant and places hemlock sixth and spruce eighth in
a toleranoe table of 36 western species. The areas

studied at Cascade dead xperiziiental Forest seem to bear

out the tact that hemlock is more tolerant than spruce,
since natural reproduction that has become established
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under dense ands is almost entirely of hea1ock (plat
1).

Both species have a tendency toward formation
of swollen bases. ThIs tendency Is most pronounced in

old-growth Sitka spruce where butt swell sometimes ex-

tends 15 feet above the ground level (21, p.6).
$pruoe-henalock stands suffer serious mortality

from windfall. Perhaps the most extensive blow-down of

spruce-hemlock in recent times occurred on the Olympic

Peninsula in Washington on January 29, 1921. The danaged

area was 60 miles long and 15 to 20 miles wIde (5, p.1).
Several less extensive blow-downs have occurred in recent
years, and it seems logical to conclude that similar
storms will occur in the future (8, p.2). Considerable

mortality from windfall occurs around the perimeter of
clear-cut openings whore the residual stcnd adjacent to
the cutting line is suddenly exposed to the full force
of the wind, Mortality from wind also results from
smaller openings such as those resulting from road,
power line or telephone line construction. An example

of this is given by MoComb and unger (20, p.8). They

measured the windfall along four miles of road on the
experimental forest, the right-of-way clearing being
30 feet wide (plate 1). In the first fIve years an
average mortality of 4.1 trees per acre was sustained



100 toot strips adjacent to each side of tile rig
way. In the strips 100 to 200 feet f Ofil the ri

10

.5 trees per acre.
and henlock trees

of factors, most
wide-spreading
76)

The winter
storms common to the costal areas bring heavy pre-
oipitation, often four inches or more in a 24 hour period,
and are accompanied b high southwest winds. The rain
creates a soft, loose aol]. condition about he roots,
thereby reducing the wind resistance of the tree at the
very time it is being buffeted by some of the strongest
winds of the season. This strong leverage on the root
system when the soil is 8ott results in frequent wind-
fall. It was this very situation that contributed to
the Olympic blowdown of 1921 (5, p.2). The same con-

ditlons have frequently been noted at Cascade iiead
1xperimenta1 Forest.

Reilock and spruce are thought to respond
readily to release following thinning. Spruce has the

characteristic of developing opicormic branches along
its stem, particularly when exposed to 1l.sht by thia-
ning. This would tend to discourage thinnng when the

objective is production of clear wood (17, p.7).

Of-way e average windfall was only 0
The susceptibility of spruce

to windfall results from a combination

important, perhaps, being the shallow,
root system (5, p.2, 21, p.2, 27, p



DECAY AND INSECT DAMAGE

Both spruce and hemlock are very susceptible
to infection following injury. Serious decay often
results from an injury no larger than a trail blaze.
Because of this characteristic, forest managers must be
sure that intermediate cuttings are made with a minimum

of logging damage, otherwise resulting docy could more
than offset the benefits of the interniediate cut.

Wright, Rhoads, and Isaac (28, p.52-54) felled
198 hemlock and 36 spruce trees that had been injured by
partial cutting. They found a total of 600 trunk wounds

on the hemlock trees and 104 on the spruce; the individual
injuries averaged two to four feet in length and one foot
in width. The average age of the Injuries was about 15
years. Decay was present under approximately 50 percent

of them; in moat cases the larger and older the wound

the greater the extent of decay. Decay entering through

the Injuries amounted to 11.1 percent of gross cuble foot
volume of the hemlock trees studied and 12.0 percent of

the spruce. In this study, therefore, spruce and hemlock
decayed at about the same rate. This loss was about 42

percent of the gross increment for the period. L4ost

frequent cause of rot in hemlock was the fungus omes

annosus vdaicb was responsible for 50 percent of the
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deoay; most frequent rot in spruce was Fomes inioo1a
which was responsible for 60 percent of tIie decay
volume. There was no apparent relationship batween
rate of growth and decay. Englertb (10, p.12, 26) in a
survey of decay or western hemlock in estern Oregon
and Western Washington examined 604 trees. They had a

total of 304 scars of which 57 percent were infected.
Of the sixteen species of fuxg1 identified, Fome anrrnsug

caused the greatest volume loss which amounted to 2.3

percent of gross tree volume based on cubic feet. ne
ini was second with 1.6 percent; it was found in more

wounds than Fomes annosus, but the decay volume per wound

was less. Loss from root and butt rots may be more seri-
ous than indicated by the percentes reported because
the infected trees are so weakened at the base that the
entire tree may be lost through windfall.

Englerth and Isaac (11, p.34-35) diseoted 26
bem.lOck trees which had boon damaged by reiaoval of the

Douglas-fir overstory 12 yeara before. They round 56

logging injuries of which all but tour showed evidence
of decay. The decay was generally limited to the in-
lured side of the tree and extended vertically beyond
the injuries an average of 2.4 feet. Decay origInating

in basal scars was always more advanced than that from
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injuries higher on the bole. Average depth of penetra-
tion of decay was 4.8 inches. In spite of the decay
that was taking place, all except the most heavily in-
jured trees showed accelerated growth since release by
reval of the overstory. Jxposure of hertwood was not
found necessary for the entrance and development of
deoay. Isaac (16, p.7-8) in a survey of logging injury
in a selectively cut spruce stand found over 50 percent
of the reserve trees with at least some injury. A

check of 72 injured trees aix years after a heavy thin-
ning showed 89 percent with some evidence of decay or

insect injury.
Wright, Rhoads, and Isaac (48, p.54) examined

40 hemlock trees with broken tops and found decay present

in 75 percent of them. None of the injuries had healed.
The average diameter at the point of brac was 7.6 inches.
The decay extended downward an average of eight feet;

but since in most oases this was still above the merchant-
able top diameter, the loss in sawtinber volume from decay

was only one-third of one percent. However, the total

1038 was undoubtedly greater because of the reduced

growth of the tree following loss of part of its crown.
Englertb (10, p.26) states that decay seldom results
from broken tops in hemlock it little or no beartwood
is exposed; but when a break occurs low enough on he
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tree to expose the heartwood, an ideal condition for

decay is osented.

notber source of decay to be considored by

the forest manager is eunscald, the death or bhe cam-

blum layer resulting from sudden oxpoure to the sun

(25, p.41). hemlock and spruce are especially suscepti-

ble to sunsoald when the trunks are exposed to direct

sunlight by either partial cutting or olearcutting.

Injuries are largely confined to the south and southwest

sides of the tree and are difficult to detect during tile

first few years because the bark remains intact over the

injured area. On older su.nscald lesions the bark cover-

ing the injury is usually cracked, loose, and frequently

covered with numerous small, leathery fungus fruiting

bodies. Wright, Rhoads, and Isaac (23, p.53i examined

36 sunscald lesions on hemlock and one on spruce. The

trees examined were residual trees in partially out

stands. All lesions showed presence of decay, largely

confined to the aapwood, but sometimes in the heart-

wood too. Areas so injured averaged one foot in width
by 27.25 feet In length. The areas actually decayed

averaged slightly less in width and length and 4.25

inches in depth. Decayed volume amounted to one percent

of the merchantable volume of the trees. A single sun-

scald Injury was frequently an entry court for several
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different species or fuiigl.
Xnglerth in his study of vestern heralock

(10, p. 34-35, 44) states that trees are probably
susceptible to decay as soon as hoartwood is formed,
Normally, however, infection is not expected to be-
come important until stands reach the açe of 6O-8 years;
then volume of decay increases gradually with stand
age until about 200 years is reached when stands become
subject to extensive decay. Sitka spruce stands are
generally less defective than hemlock stands (27, p.374-
378).

Spruce and hemlock are attacked by several
species of insects that kill or damage large volumes
of timber when their populationr reach epidemic stages.
em1ook looper (o-i-a iace1laria Guen. variety

lugubrosa Hulat) is a vary destructive defoliator that
destroys spruce and hemlock along the 0re;on and
Washington Coasts. Epidemics have occurred at approxi-
mately 10 year Intervals and have destroyed hemlocks

and associated trees over large areas. A recent out-
break in Pacific and Grays Harbor counties of asbington

in 1929 to 1932 destroyed an estimated 200,000,000

board feet of hemlock and Douglas-fir. These outbreaks

have been especially destructive only in stands having
a high percentage of hemlock (18, p.173, 27, p.368-369).
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Another insect that occasionally becomes epidemic and

defo1jatem extensive areas of heiilook is the herrilock

sawfly (Neodi,rion tsugao Midd.) (18, p.128). Sitka
spruce weevil _Pissodes sitchensis Hopk.) attcics and
kills terminal shoots of spruce and other 8pacies.
Trees two to eight inohea in diameter and five to
twenty-five feet tall are the most susce;tib1e (1$,
p.33, 27, p.369). This insect has been noted recently
at Cascade Head experimental Forest. Numerous young

spruce trees have developed a crooked or forked top
where the dead terminal shoot w&s replaced by one or
more lateral branches. The spruce aphid (Ai.his

H abietina Wald.) has killed millions or feet of spruce
in Oregon and Washington, particularly a1on the tide-
lands (18, p.15, 27, p.369).

SEiDFALL AND SEIfLLING ESTABLISENT

Both spruce and hemlock are prolific seed
producers. Good crops are produced every two to three

years with light crops intervening (9, p.54; 15, p.15;
13, p.141, 160; 27, p.375). Seeds are light In weight
and thought to cover lon distances in flight.

Both species germinate well on almost any

kind of aeedbed It moisture is abundant. Survival of

hemlock is high even under well-stocked t.Liber stands
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as long as Sufficient moisture is present (27, p.374-
375). Meyer (21, p.4) cites an example of 20 million
seedlings per acre growing under an 80-year-old stand or
pure hemlock. Hemlock seedlings usually make slow but
steady growth if they receive even small amounts of
overhead or aide light. A narrow road clearing lets
through enough light to stimulLte reproduction, parti-
cularly on the north side ere the ridday sun penetrates
into the stand (plate 1). However, exposed south slopes
are unfavorable to both germination and survival (27,
p.374-375). On such areas thousands of hemlock seed-
lings will germinate in the spring following a good seed
year, but by August first they are nearly all dead (25,
p.144). ThIs is corroborated by similar observations
on exposed south slopes at Cascade Head.

Spruce is not such a major component of

advance reproduction under dense stands (27, p.374).
This Is probably because of the greater tolerance of
hemlock. However, Isaac (16, p.9) descrIbes a partial
cutting in a pure spruce stand where a heavy stand of
spruce reproduction became established under the
residual stand to11owin a 40-50 percent out. pruce

seedlings often occur on bare soil and gravel bauc.s where
hemlock seedlings seldom survive. Meyer (21, p.6)

states that advantage can be taken of this tact to favor
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spruce by tearing up the ground cover during logging
activities and so exposing mineral soil.

In many cases, particularly during seasons
of excessive summer drought, the downward growth of
roots of both spruce and hem.locic seedlings cannot keep
pace with the desiccation of the soil on exposed sites.
The Initial root system of both species is shallow, roots
of spruce after the first growing season consisting of
a few lateral roots spread out one to three Inches under

the soil surface (25, p.143).
If ioisture is sufficient, he.iulook and, to a

lesser extent, spruce germinate and survive on down

logs, old stumps, and wood debris long enough for the
roots to reach mineral soil (21, p.6). There are .raaiy

examples of this in cota1 forests.



MARK1T AND US

The principal use of Sitka spruce Is for
lumber. The lumber is well, suited for building con-

struction, but the species has 80 distinguished itself
in the specialty field that a large volu.io is manufactud
into other produots such as boxes and. crates, 000prage,
furniture, flooring, siding, coiling, sash and doors.
Other speoialty uses are In aircraft construction, ladder
rails, end piano sounding boards. Second in Importance
is the use of spruce for pulpwood. It ranks high wing
other species in this respect beonuse or its long,
strong fibers and the ease with which it can be pulped.
It reduces readily by the sulpuiite, sulpwte, or

meohanloal processes (3, p.5).
The principal use or western hemlock is for

pulpwood. Its utilization has been largely responsible
for the rapid expansion of the pulp industry In the
Northwest (12, p.4), The wood Is reduced by the aul-

phite or mechanical processes and goes principally
Into newsprint. Something less than onc-fourh of the
total. production goes into lumber wkiich is used largely
for building material. Other uses are for boxes and
crates, flooring, siding, interior finish, oar constru-
ction, slack cooperage, and ladder rails (4, p.1,7;

19
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6, p.480).
The wide variety of uses of these two species

and the permanent industries that depend upon them

for raw materials are good insurance for a continuing,
stable demand and good reason for the forest manager

to seek those management techniques that will insure a

permanent supply.



MNAGJNT CTICES

Current management practices in the spruce-

hemlock type are in a period of transition from rather

extensive manageaont of old growth to intensive manage-

ment of second growth. Second-growth stands are already

making a substantial contribution to the forest products
industries, and it is merely a matter of time until they

will supply a very large proportion of the total output
(9, p.3).

b spruce and hemlock are tolerant and could

be managed in uneven-aged stands. There are many

considerations, however, that limit their management

in this way. These are listed by the Douglas-ir Second-

Growth Managent Committee (9, p.53) as follows:

"1. Spruce and hemlock develop best as an oven-
aged forest.

2. All are shallow-rooted and subject to windfa
if opened up.

Spruce often develops a new set of limbs if the
stand is materially opened up.

4. Brush instead of regeneration sometimes
openings after partial cuts.

Spruce and hemlock are thin-barbed, relatively
non-resinous species, and highly subject to
logging injury and to entrance of decay follow-
ing such injury."

21

Current practice or most forest managers is clearoutting

with resulting even-aged regeneration. Surrounding
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timber is usually depended upon for seed source because
lolated see rees would be susce tible t ndthrow

or destruction by slash burning. This requires that
clearout openings be in the ror of small blocks or
strips unless advance reproduction is present on the
area or planting Is conteLnplatcd. If advance reproduc-
tion is present, the slash probably should not be burned.

Logging slash In the spruce-hemloo type is
not so hazardous as in the Douglas-fir tyie becuuse of
less severe fire weather, the flashy fuels disintegrate
more rapidly, and fire retardant vegetation develops
more quickly (27, p.377). For these reasons the policy
of partial disposal or no disposal has been adopted by
many rarest managers, The United States Forest Service,
however, practices broadcast burning on itoSt of their
timber sales.

There are many factors that enter into a deci-
sion of whether to burn or not to burn. So:ie areas

having heavy concentrations of slash must be burned to

reduce high tire hazard; but they are not a large per-
centage of the total cutover ground. Other factors
include amount of advance reproduction, vegetative
competition, current seed production, species desired,
danger of erosion, cost of burning, and plans for
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planting. Fall slash burning is usually s&fe in the
fog belt several weoks earlier than in the Willaiiette

Valley or Cascade iountains. On the ivalaw National

Forest slash burning is often completed by the first

of October. This neans that in contrast to the Dougi

fir type slash burning in the soruoe-he:alock type can

usually be completed before seedfali, thus eliminating

destruction of the current years seed suply (1, p.2).
Isaac (15, p.23), reporting on Douglas-fir

seed crops, states that rodents and birds consume

practically all the seed daring light or rdiu.m seed

years. Since rodent populetions are known to be large

on rtiany cotal areas, it is logical to assurae that here

too a large percentage of tree seed is consumed during

poor seed years.
The development of vegetative competition can

be either beneficial or detrimental to sodling develop-

inent. Seedlings develop best under light shade (27,

p.374; 21,p.256, 362) but. on many coastal areas brush

and herbs develop so quickly and form such a dense

canopy over the young tree seedlings that they cannot

survive. Fire retards this vegetative development.

Therefore, unless rodents are poisoned, indications are

that slash should be burned during light seed years to

keep areas open for a subsequent seed catch, or for



planting in the event of successive seed crop failur
(1, p.3).

Slash should be burned on ares here con-

oentratiozis of debris are so heavy they prevent seed
from reaching the ground. Burning these concentrations
is also desirable froni the forest protection standpoint.

In the fog belt type, timber stands frequently
have a dense understory of brush on moist slopes, along
creek bottoms, and close to the ocean front. This is
particularly the case when the stand is poorly stocked
permitting enough sunlight through the canopy to

stimulate growth below. Major brush species are Salmon-

berry (Rubus apectabilis), Thimbleberry (Rubus parvi-

florus), Vine Maple (Acer ciroinatuin), Salal (Gaul-
therla sliallon), Huckleberry (Vacciniurn app.), and

lderberry (5ambucus During logging niuch of

this brush is knocked down by falling trees and torn up
by yarding, niaking the area appear favorable for
establishment of natural reproduction or planting. How-

ever, this brush quickly becoxe re-established on the
area and, stimulated by the increased sunlight, soon
forms a dense cover inimical to seedling developexit.
Both natural reproduction and planted stock are often
completely eliminated from these brush-threat areas.
When possible, such areas probably should be burned to
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retard the brush, even during good 8eed years, then
planted as soon as possible to give the trees a start
of two three years in their struggle for survival.
It is seldom possible to burn the moist brush-threat
portions of a logging unit without also burning the
drier ridge tops. Therefore, In iaking decision to
burn or not to burn it is necessary to weigh the loss
of advance reproduotion and other factors on the dry
parts of the unit against the area tha.t otherwise may be
lost to brush.

Very few intermediate cuttings hive been ivade

in the spruoehemlock type. Some of the 1rger pulp
companies and the United States Forest bervice have
made thinnings from ti:e to time, but thes. have been
largely experimental in nature. They were mostly in

young age classes.



ESThBLIJRI4ijNT 01 THE STuDY

This study was initiated in 1947 on th Cascade
Head xperImenta1 Forest which is located along the
Oregon coast in Lincoln and Tillamook counties about

four miles north of Otis, Oregon. The experimental

forest consists of 9,743 acres or national forest land
that has been set aside by the Forest ervice for re-
search in forest, watershed, and rnge manajeent, and
for test and demonstration of promising ract1ces.

This particular area was selected bücauso the
climate and topography are typical of the spruce-honlook
type in Oregon and Washington. 1evations range from

sea level to 1750 feet (24, p.30). The management

problems eaented by the second-growth stands on the

area are similar to those confronting forest managers
on other tracts, both public and private. The topo-

graphy of the eiperimental forest ranges from gentle
to steep with an estimated .30 percent being too steep

or broken for economical tractor logging using present-
day equipment. inoe tractors are usually employed in
yarding intermediate cuttings, the topography of an
area determines in a general way how much intensive

forest management in the form of intermediate cuttings
can be practiced. Perhaps techniques and euipment

26
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will improve so as to make partial cuttings on 8t00p

ground more practical. However, at the preseri time,
intermediate outtis on this and many other tracts are
reetrioted by topography to a rather small percentage
of the entire area. This fact makes the development

of management techniques for steep topograohy quite
important.

The even-aged stands on Cascade Head xperi-
mental Forest originated following the Nestucca forest
fire of the eighteen forties (23, p.342). They are

95-100 years old now and range from pure spruce to pure

hemlock with some Douglas-fir occurring near the east
edge of the tract (plate 1). There are some areas of
the red alder type particularly on the south slopes.
The forest is typical of well-stocked, eve-aged stands
of the spruce-hemlock type. Mantigement techniques

developed here should, with minor variations, be ap-
plicable to second-growth stands on other tracts
throughout the type.



PR0GRIS.LVJi STRIP CLEnRCUTTING

This method involves dividing the atend into
units, each unit containing three or more strips, The

strips are cut at short intervals starting at one side
ol' the unit and advancing progressively across to the
other side. The method seeied to offer a good opportu-

nity for determining whether or not windfall losses along
the cutting edges could be controlled by the size, shape,
and location of the opening with respect to topography
and wind direction. Consequently two progressive strip

cutting units were planned.

TRACT 1-1)

Tract l-D was the first strip to be out In
this study. It Is 500 feet wide by 800 feet long, the
length running in an east-west direction along the south
boundary of' the unit. It covers 11.2 acres. The second

and third strips, also 500 feet wide, lay to the north;
thus cutting will progress from south to north by
successive 500 feet strips until the entire 800 by 1500
root unit Is cut. Therefore, the cutting will progress
away from the strong southwest winds at a 45 degree

angle. Tract 1-D and the other areas involved in this
study are shown on the topographic map in the appendix.
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The timber on tract l-D was felled and bucked
during August, september, and October, 1947. Gasoline
powered Mali chain saws were used for failing and cross-
cut hand saws for bucking. This saaie equipment was
used on all areas except tract 1-B where hand saws were

used entirely. High lead yarding started in eptoiber,
191+7 using a Caterpillar tractor equipped with double
drum yarding unit. Loading equipment we a Lint Belt,
nazi-mounted one yard shovel equipped with a heel boom
(plate 2). A row truck loads of logs were hau1e3 from
the tract during 8eptetber; but the roac wr riot sur-
faced, and early fall rains 800fl made it I passable.
Yarding continued, however, and the logs were cold decked

at the landing until the road dried out the following
summer. The same yarding and loading ec;uipcnt was

used on all olearcut tracts.
The 11.2 acres mentioned above includes about

0.3 acre of timber on a ridge top adjacent to the north-
east corner of the strip. It was noted that logging the
main area and cutting the road right-of-way exposed this
timber to possible windfall loss; therefore, a decision
was made to Include it in the cutting area. This

decision soon proved to be a wise one. Falling was

delayed until the next summer and by that time
approximately one-third of the trees had been uprooted
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PLATE 2

Loading logs with shovel loader at

Cascade klead xperimenta]. Forest.





or broken.

2tu.nip counts were made on tret 1-fl and the

stand age estimated to be 94. years.

1AOT 1-C

Tract 1-C is the first strip to be out in a

1500 by 1600 toot unit. The strip is 500 feet .de by

1600 feet long, the length running in a north-south

direction. It covers 18.4 acres and is adjcent to the

east boundary of the unit. Future cutin;s, therefore,

will advance progressively westward by 500 toot strips.

This is at a 45 degree angle toward the strong southwest
winds.

Falling and bucking was completed during

October, November, and December, 1947. High lead yard-

ing and loading operations started in November, 1947 and

wore oompleted in February, 194.8. During this period

the double drum yarding unit on the tractor was replaced

by a Hyster triple drum unit to facilitate changing

lines during the yarding operetions(plate 3).

The age of this tmct when out was also

estimated to be 94 years.

WI1DF

Those two strips have been exposed to winter

32



PLATE 3

Hyster triple-drum yarding unit mounted

on a Caterpillar tractor,
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storms for two seasons and observatios of windfall
along the cutting edges have provided some interesting
results. Out of a total of 307 trees lost, only one

fell out of the stand into the cutting area; all other
tell into the standing timber. Apparently the trees
along the windward cutting boundary were still well

protected by the stand to their windward; although it
seems logical that the wind velocity through their
crowns would have been increased somewhat the wind

swept down into the opening. Across the opening it
appears that trees along the leeward cutting bounthry,
in this case the northeast corner, get the full force
of the wind. It is here that the excessive windfall
occurred.

These preliminary results bring to mind a
rather simple solution of the windfall problen.. Per-

haps all that is necessary in the case of prevailing
southwest storms is to atart logging at the northeast
edge of any given land ownership and cut toward the

southwest, the cutting line always being protected by
the stand to its windward. Of course, there re so
many other oonsidoratioas that enter into the prep-
aration of a logging plan that this is usually not
practical. However, windfall losses might be materially

reduced by locating all northeast cutting boundaries
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in the most sheltered places, and by having the logging
progress toward the southwest vhenever possible.

Direction of fall ws recorded for 231 tree
Out of this total, 184 trees, r 80 percent, tell toward
the north or northeast, Indicating that south and south-
west winds were re8ponsible for the mortality. Out of the
307 trees lost, 64 or 21 perce4t had broken ott, usually
at a poInt 10 to 30 feet above the ground or else In the
upper crown. Windfall losses are tab.ilated in Table 1
below.



TABLE 1

Windtall Losses on Tracts 1-0 and l-D
(Volumes by Seribner Decimal C (Log Rule)

Western Heniloc,k

Of r

3ltka spruce Doug las-Jir
Uproot Broken Uproot Broken Off Uproot Aroken Off

Trees Volume
1o,
Trees Volume

No, 1o. o. No.Tree Volume Trees Volume Trees Volume ]rees Volumi
1947-48

1948-49

Total

Tract1-B

126

46

5698

2054

33 1198 28 2469 13 818 11 95]. 1 14

128 11 1847 6 712 5 237 14

172 7752

18

38 1326

24

39

8

4316

1198

1049

19

3

1539

14.8

60

1ô

4

1188

242

2 28

1947-43

1948-49

Total 1 1 24 11 2247 4 208 4. 242



Vdndfall around the edges of tract l-D totals 27,390
board feet or about 2,500 board feet for each acre 1oed.
Of 21 trees lost, all but 2 were along the north boundary.

Losses d the edges of area 1-C total
161,400 board feet for the first two seasons following
logging. This is almost 9,000 board feet for each acre
that was logged and much more than should be tolerated.
Almost all of it was near the northeast corner of the
strip where the cutting line was considered to be well
proteoted. As shown on the topographic map this long

north-south a trip has a high ridge running east and west
across its center that is 150 to 200 feet in elevation
above the northeast corner. It was expected that this
ridge would j'irovide adequate protection for the timber
beyond and that most of the windfall would occur along

the east boundary of the strip near the ridge top. Con-

trary to expectations only a few trees wore lost in this
area. The fact that almost all the mortality was on the
lee side of the ridge is difficult to explain. Baker

(2, p.354-5) points out that the lee side of a mountain
opposite a gap or pass is notoriously bad for windfall,
particularly where deep wet soils are involved. Perhaps

the long olearcut opening across the ridge oreated the
equivalent of a gap and resulted in increased wind
velocity. It was noted that the area where most windfall
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occurred was rather flat with deep moist soil.
Windfall observations need to be continued

on these strips and extended to many more clearcut areas
before any definite conclusions can be drawn. However,

results to date indicate that it ould be helpful to
locate cutting boundaries In sheltered places, partic-
ularly the northeast boundary, and to have logging progros
to windward; to avoid deep moist soils or swampy places

for cutting boundaries; and to avoid creating a narrow gap
in the timber along a ridge top that would tend. to in-
crease wind velocities.

UTILIZATION

On all traots involved in this study logs were
considered merchantable which were not less tbn 12 feet
long and 8 inches in diwieter inside the bark at the small
end and which, after deductions for defect, scaled at least
one-third of their gross scale and not less than 30 board
feet. This resulted in rather complete utilization of the
total wood volume produced. flowever, there was considerable

volume of sound material left on the ground consisting
primarily of sub-merchantable material but also in part
of merchantable material inadvertently missed by the logge

Plate 4 shows part of area 3-B immediately after yarding.

In order to et a better measure of the total
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PL&T 4

Tract 3-B after yarding. Contract

requirements resulted in almost complete
utilization of the total wood volume
produced.





production of the land a series of sample plots were
estcblished on tracts 1-C and l-D and all souncitat
within the plots was measured to mthiinu'n d ;eisioc.; of
eight feet in length and four inches in top diwoter. The

results showed an estimated 462 cubic feet er .cre left
on tract 1-C and 301 cubic feet per acre on trect 1-fl.
Very few merchantable 1os that should have been t2efl by

the logger were found. These figures, therefor, re an
approximation of the sound wood volu ie left on an area
when logged to the above merchantabilit.y stndards. They

indicate how much material could be sa1v r pulp-
wood or fuel.

Lfh UR1ING

Plans were made to burn one-hair the slash on
each area, thus providing matched plots for study of
natural reproduction and 8UrV1V.ei of planted stock on

burned and unburned surfaces. ]iro lines wore oontruc-
ted down the center of each tract to help Kee the slash
tire under control.

Tract 1-fl could not be burned in the fall of
1948, because some logs still remained in the cold deck.
The first opportunity to burn came in the full of 1949.
This was two growing seasons after logging, and enough
brush and berbaceous vegetation had become established
on the area to make slash burning difficult. Although
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the tre. seed crops had been below normal, there was also
the possibility that some natural reproduction had become
established on the tract. A sample of this was taken by

counting the trees on circular quad-railacre plots establii-
ed systematically over the area. The results indicated
that 40 percent of the iuilacre plots were stocked with
trees. In view of this situation and the abundant 194.9
spruce-hemlock seed crop a decision was made tu leave the

area unburned except for the heavy slash concentration
at the landing. This was burned in Septe.aber, 194.9,

The west one-hair of tract 1-C was successfully
burned in the fall of 194.8.

LOGGINO OOS

Table 2 is a summary of volumes logged and

ng costs for the progressive strips and the other
trrcts to be described later. They are combined here

In one table to facilitate coat comparisons between
tracts, A re detailed tabulation of costs is given
in Table 3 in the appendix.

AU timber to be cut during thie study was sold
under standard Forest Service timber sale urocidure. Two

separate timber sales were involved, and both were awarded

to the Publisher's Paper Company of Oregon City, Oregon.

Spruce and hemlock logs were hauled from the various timber

Lo I



LOGGiNG COSTS

a1lin aid Bucking
Yerd ing

Load ing
Miscellaneous Costs

Subtotal
Road Constuction
Truck Haul

TABLE 2

VOLUME REMOVED 4\ID LOGGING COSTS PER
M BOARD FEET - BUREAU SCALE1

UigIi Letd Settings Thiriiijngs
3-'B 1-E

Horses Tractors
410 1,931

25 100
16.0 19.3

4 5.62 4 4.854 4.8
4.72 4.45 5.61
1.86 1.66 2.&5
9.61 .00 '.81

21.G1 19e9642.52
3.40 .75 -

11.88 11. 2 11.72

25.09

1.57
11.1

..04 $15.82 $28.25
4.49 4.49 -
.1.28 12.81 10.6

3-C
Tractors
1,531
80.1
19.1

4.05 4 4.04 6.43 $ 5.37 $ 4.33
3.L.O 4.14 7.63 8.01 4.89
1.42 1.38 1.07 1.67 1.02

6.26 1 .12 10.0 6.1
416.43

.88

1-A 1-C 1-B )-A 3-B

Voiwne Reznoved,MliF 4,210 1,617 713 1,055 2,656Area Logged, Acres 61.5 18.4 11.2 13.7 39.6Volume per Acre Ronoved, 63,5 87,9 637 77.0 67.1
MBF

Total Loging Costs 37.O9 $32.03$34.24 $30.81 $33.12 38.85 38.57 $28.82
logs were sca1e. by the Co1uib1c.. River Lo c11n and Gruin Pureu, Portland,uregon.i&ee1Lneou tmtc i.io1ude. lneerir & Lexvi1oii, un llittnance,Tai.e, Fire ro ection and i:epreeiation.rruc hu1 oo3t i. contr Ct 1r1oo nd, tbieforc, inciude& 1icthiice,I)epreoietion, Truckers ProFit, itc.
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tracts an average distance of 75 miles and dumped in the
Yambill River at Dayton, Oregon, then refted domi the Yam-

hill and iiiflamette kUvers to Oregon City. This long
distance from the woods to the r4ll resulted in high
transportation costs, the truck haul alone iveraging
ll.63 per thousand board feet. This haul subcontract-

ed to another party and the costs shown in Table 2, therefore,
include the subcontractor's profit which ww estimated to
be between two and three dollars per thousand board feet.

Total logging costs in the Experixriental Forest
were expected to be high because of the long distance to
market and the cost of developing the initial road system.
These particular costs, of course, vary widely depending
upon the accessibility of the tract being logged. They

are costs that, for the most part, nust be incurred no
matter what logging methods are used on the cutting areas.
For this reason the road oonstruction and hauling costs
should not be given as much considertiori in evaluating

the cutting etbods studied as on-thearea-costs such
as falling, bucking, yarding, and loading.

The total logging costs for the progressive
strips are about the same as for other clearcut areas.
However, some differences show up when comparisons are

made by individual cost items. Both yarding and loading
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are above average on tract 1-B. The high yarding cost
is probably the result of the sia11 acreage yarded and,

COfl8equently, the small volume of timber roved. This

made the fixed costs of rigging the spar tree and prep-
aration of the landing abnormally high. Other factors
were the later installation and use of the triple drwn
yarding unit (plate 3) on the other areas and the fact
that logs from tract 1-fl bad to be piled up in a large cold
deck containing about 700 thousand board feet. This cold
deck also resulted in high loading costs, bLeuse the
shovel loader could not reach high enough to taie logs from
the top, and it waa difficult and time consuming to pull
them from the side where many were interlocked.

DICUSI0N OF PR0GRE8$IVi ThIP IiTHOD

When these first two cuttings were planned at
Cascade Head Experimental Porest, the progressive strip

method of clearoutting seemed to offer the best opportunity
to determine if windfall could be controlled by the size,
shape, and location of the opening with respect to topo-
graphy and wind direction. However, while the strips

were being laid out on the ground, It soon apparent

that in rough topography it was not very practical to
establish rectangular cutting units. Po permit efficient
logging and to minimize windfall the boundaries would be
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better placed by referenoe to topograhy. $lnce the
topography was broken and irregular, this would lead
to irregular boundaries. Therefore, it wets cecided that
a better approach might be had through the prepiration
of a plan designed for efficient logging operetion and
based on topography, but iodified when necessary to
control windThli or to att&ln other d.esjrb1e obeotivs.



A FORESTRY-LOGGING PLIN

In developing a wild trLct of land such as the

Cascade Head xperimental Forest some diflicult forestry

and logging roblorns are encountered Since the basio

principles and field techniques d.;veloped in solving

the problems on this area should, with dnor variations,

be applicable to other areas of similar topography, they

are presented here In detail.

The general area selected for development includes

parts of sections 3, 4, 9 and 10, township 6 south, range

10 west, Willarnette Meridian. It is shown on the topo-

graphic map in the appendix.

I GETTING ACSUAINTED WI1

The quality of forestry and efficiency of

logging obtained on the ground are in large pert dependent

on how well the forester becomes acquainted vlth the area

and Its problems. This is the first essential in pre-
paration of the forestry-1oing plan. Often what is

desirable silviculturally conflicts with the practical

demands of ettl oienoy in logging. Preparation of the

plan, tborofore,becomes a continuous series of compromises.

Success depends upon the forestes skill In iaaking these

48

decisions for each unit and fitting the units ether

Into a complete £orestr'-1oggiiig plan.
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It is necessary that a topographic snap be
obtaIned and that other available aids such as aerial
photographs and old cruises be gathered prior to the
field layout. In the end, however, there is no practical
substitute for the leg vor necessary to gain intiraate
familiarity with every part of the area. The aap rd

other aids are useful in preliminary planning and
reconnaissance. In this study a topograihic ap and

records of an old cruise were available. The contour

interval of the map was 50 feet. Aerial hotographa

were also available on a scale of 1 to 20,000.
The ap was taken into the field and a pre-

liminary reconnaissance made of the area. The section

corner coxrnofl to sections 3, 4, 9 and 10 was located and
later used as a base point of reference for location of
roads and landings. After a preliminary examination of

the area it became apparent that additional reconnaissance
would be more effective after a trial road plan was
outlined on the map,

TITh PAPER PLAN

In drafting the paper logging plaa, deneral
features of topography and timber type houid be con-

sidered first. In extremely rough topography the ntimber

of possible road and landing locations is very limited

and, therefore, largely detern.thes the basic plan. On



have to be solved. It enables him to go
with these problems clearly in mind and,
their solution.

The first step in making a paper plan normally
is an attempt to locate most ci' the roeds on £avorole
ground and through suitable landing s' ta. It is
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gentle topography whore there are many road and landing
possibilities the road plan becomes quite flexible and more
attention can and should be given to txnber tpe boundaries
and other factors. ven if made with the asuma ion that
it Will have to be modified after checking in the field,
the basic paper plan has considerable value because it
provides the forester with an intimate knowlego of his
map and presents some of the critical problems that will

0

into the fIeld
therefore, hastens

desirable to have roads spaced In stch i nner that the
entire area can be logged with economical yarding

distances and without the need of cold deck spar trees;
although In steep topography these swing settings are
sometimes the only practical method of geting the timber
out. The decision whether to cold dect and swing or build

extra road should be bsed on costs. If the road can be
built for the cost of swinging or even for slightly less,
this should be done because the cost is invested in a
permanent improvement on the ground that cu.a be used again.

The money spent to cold deck and swing leaves nothing for
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the future.
In any logging plan the basic unit is the

setting. For high lead settings yarding dist.ncos of 500
to 800 feet are usually considered the tost econoiaioal.
This usually results in settings of 15 to 3C. bores.
Larger olearcut openings result from combining two or
more settings. Longer yarding distances are more

economical when tractors are used, but of course their use
18 restricted to favorable topography. Where the slope

of the ground becomes such that tractor roads need to be
graded out along the hillside, it is usually time to change
to high lead yarding. In road location it is better to
have the roads mostly above the high lead ground and ...stly

below the tractor ground, Thos, the location along the
edge of a bench is desirable. The forest access road shown

on the topograjhic map is such a road. It a located

prior to this logging plan and was used as the south and
east boundaries of the planning unit. It provides for
downhill yarding by tr&ctors working on the gentle
topography above and uphill high lead yarding tram the steep

topography below the road in section 10. High lead yard-

in.g uphill has the advantage of preventing han.;-ups behind

stumps, and erosion is reduced because the skid roads tan

out and spread the runoff water.
Lewis Creek In sections , 4, and 9 was selected
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as the north and west boundary of the unit. A change

in land ownership forms the boundary to the northeast
in section 3.

With the above factors in mind seerul road
system.s were plotted on the map and laiidings vere added
at favorable spots. These soon narrowed dowTi to one

pattern that constituted the basic paper plan.

LAYOUT OF ROADS AND LANDINGS

As reconnaissance of the area was continued

the paper plan was taken into the field and road
locations were chocked on the ground. The objective here
was to uncover any major road construction problems that
might require a change in the plan. Therefore all that
was necessary was to run a rather rough line over the
locations to see it there were any rook bluffs, swamps, or
other obstacles and It the landing spots were suitable.
This was done by one man by sisply walking along and

taking rough abney shots. The critical points such as
stream crossings, landings, ridge points, rook outcropp-
Ings, and switchbas were carefully locted and marked.
Grade lines were run between the critical poins only to
be sure that there were no serious road building problerns.

Frequently good landings and good road location

possibilities do not go together. Considerable sacrifice
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of good landing spots and easy roadbuiid.ing ground is

often necessary before the final complete plan Ia
Lach landing shown on the paper plan had to be oxained
to determine it sufficient space were available to land
lOgs. A 100-toot radius of relatively flat ground around
the spar tree makes an ideal landing. However, such an

area is not always found nor is there always a suita.ble
spar tree on the proposed landing. In this case some
compromise must be made. A landing can be constructed

elsewhere by levelling off a ridge top or dig;ing out a
hillside, but the cost of doing this becomes excessive
in steep, rough topography. \'ihen a suitable spar tree is
not strategically located on the landing, a decision must
be made of whether to accept one on a poorer site or to
raise a tree on the one already selected. The cost of

raising a tree is high, but it is balanced partially by
the advantage of the lower costs of topping, limbing, and
the partial rigging which can be acco lished while the

tree is on the ground.
A careful check is necessary to determine if

there are any obstacles which will prevent reaching out
the maxim economical yarding distnoe from the Spar

tree. The possibility of sharp, minor ridges or canyons

not shown on the map needs to be investigated. Landings

for high lead settings should be centralized in the area
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to be yarded. Long corners beyond the economical yarding

distance are frequently round. These can usually be

eliminated by adjustment of the landings involved.
Numerous problems were uncovered as tho paper

plan was checked on the ground. In this study the ob-
stacles were usually short pitches of steep hillside or
swampy areas not shown on the map; either would have

increased road construction costs. It wa neoessury to

search for alternate road and landing lOCutiOns until the
best possible route was found. As this procedure was

followed the basic paper plan was chbnged and a better
alternative plan substituted in its place.

As the final road arid landing locitions were
determined, key points were posted with te-s of thin sheet

aluminum. Tags of this type show up well in the woods,

are easy to carry, inexpensive, durable, and are easily

stapled to trees.
Only a rough centerline road location was marked

between the landings an other control points. The job

was done by one man by stapling the aluminum tags on

trees near the centerline. Back sighting on these tags

allowed the road locater to place himself on grade srd

move on ahead. It seemed that one man could do this work

more efficiently than two or more.

The final detailed road location ws left to the
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logging operator. This gave him some flexibility in
engineering the location between control points.

The next step Was to traverse the road lOOatlofl8

and accurately plot them and the landing spots on the map.
This was done by a two-man crew using a hend compass and
steel tape.

In searching the area for the best road looation
and landing possibilities the forester gains an intimate
knowledge of the entire area. It is then rel tively easy
for him to decide thich roads should be built first and
which settings need to be logged beoro the others.

$EI2OTION 0]? ctjr AND LJVE SEN?INQS

Some of the objectives that should be kept in
mind in selection of areas to be cut during the initial
development of a tract are adequate seed supply, minimum

mortality from windfall, reduced fire hazard, and condi-
tion and value of the timber types.

Since the seed tree meUiod is not prcticai in
the spruce-hemlock type, other timber stands adjacent to
the clearcut area must be used as a source of seed for
natural regeneration. This means, of course, that these
adjacent stands should not be log;eo until reproduction
has beooe established on the cleurcut area. Small

cisarcut openings surrounded by green timber also have
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an advantage from the fire hazard stand point beceuse the
chance8 of an accidental fire spreading over a large area
arc greatly reduced. For these reasons it decided to
select staggered settl.ngs for cutting, leaving ajaceut
settings uncut to provide seed source and recuce Lire
hazard, This Is the staggered setting systei of clear-
cutting being used in the Douglas-fir tyke. it might
also be considered as a variation of the rogressive
strip method ntioned previously or of the alternute
strip method.

One of the disadvantages of the staggered
setting is that the perimeter of the cutting boundary
per unit of area logged Is greater than It is under most
other systems. Therefore, the amount of windfall is pt

to be greater under this system. For exuple, clearcut-
ting a section of land one mile square res:1ts In four
miles of cutting boundary; but cutting the same total
acreage in 16 forty-acre staggered settings creLtos 16
miles of cutting line. Since windfall varies directly
as the perimeter, such losses in the latter instance
should be about four times as groat. On the other hand

large openings would reduce the 800d source end Increase

the tire hazard. ilowevor, since fire hazard is low in

the fog belt a since spruce and hemlook are prolific
seeders, it may be practical to adopt larger cutting areas
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here than would be acceptable in the Douglas-fir type.
Larger areas would also increase the opportunity to
place outting lines in sheltered lootions.

Staggered olearout tracts selected for immediate
removal are shown on the topographic map in the Appendli.

They are tracts 1-A at 61.5 acres, 3-A of 13.7 .crea, and
3-B or 39.6 acres. Tract 3-0 of 80.1 acres, on gentle
topography, was selected for an interad1ate cutting.
Cutting lines for these tracts were posted with the same
aluminum tags as used to mark road locations,

TRACT 1-A

This tract surrounds a 20 acre setting clear-
out in 1941 to remove an isolated patch of old-growth
timber. Considerable windfall had occurred in the
adjacent second-growth stand during the subsequent years,
particularly along the ridge top at the north boundary.
The main purpose of logging tract 1-A was to salvage this

mortality and move the cutting line over a ridge to a
more sheltered position.

Falling and bucking was started in December,

1947 and completed in June, 1948. Yarding and loading

began in February, 1948 and continued until July, when

the loader was moved to another area. Work was resumed

on the area in September and was coleted in July, 191+9.
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The sa'e equipment was used on all clear cut areas in the
study. This relatively large tract was made up of five
aetinga grouped together.

The portion of tract 1-A along th bottom of

Sloan Creek was considered to be a brush threat area;
therefore, as soon as yarding was compLted the slash
was burned and the area planted. The portion of the
creek bottom above the aocess road was left unburned but
it was also planted. Thus, the urv1val of planted stock
in competition with brush could be observed on burned and

unburned surfaces. Plato 5 shows part of the burned area
in Juno 1949, eight months after slash burning. The

cedar stakes indicate planted trees. The right half of
the area was a typical patch of salmonberry brush that
seemed to be almost completely destroyed by the slash

fire. However, the roots were apparently little damaged
and are now sending up shoots that are beginning to
compete with the planted trees. Plato 6 shows pert of the
unburned area which was logged and planted at the saie tiLao.

Here the brush and herbaceous cover is so thick that only

the top8 of the stakes can be seen. No final results of
this phase of the study are available at this writing.

Logging costs are tabulated in Table 2. They

were somewhat higher than on the other clearcut areas.

The reasons for this are not known except that high
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PLATh 5

A brush-threat ares on tract 1-A. The

brush cover, even though severly burned

by the slash fire, soon becomes re-
established on the area and competes

with planted trees. Planted toes are
indicated by cedar stakes.
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PLATE 6

A brush-threat area on tract 1-A where the
slash was not burned. Planted treeg, as
indicated by cedar stakes, are hidden under
a dense brush and herbaceous cover three

test thick.
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telling and bucking cost were incurred because of the
necessity of removing numerous unmerchent able snags,

TRACT 3-A

This tract of 13.7 acres was all logged to one
landing. It was selected for cutting because pert of the
area was poorly stocked and the site, therefore, was not
being fully utilized for timber production. The poorly

stocked portions of the tract were in the creek bottom
and were also brush -throat areas.

Falling and bucking operations started in July,
1948 and were completed in November. Yarding and loading

was started in March, 1949 and completed by tho end of

April except for a few logs that were not removed until
July. Plate 7 shows the brush-threat portion of tract
3-A after logging but before slash burning.

In burning the slash on thi8 tract special
attention was given to the brush-threat areas. The

ridges and south slopes on any troct dry out and are
ready to burn before the north slopes and creek bottoms.
This means that by the time it is dry enough to burn
the moist brushy areaa, it is often too dry to safely
burn the remainder of the tract. To overcome tXLi8

obstacle, the tract was burned twice, once to dispose

of the slash on the ridge t4ps and dry south slopes and
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PJALE 7

The brushy portion of tract 3
immediately after logging.
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then, on the driest day of the season, it was burned 'ain
to destroy the brush. The brushy areas were then planted,

except for a check strip left to measure natural reproduct-
ion. This intensive burning treatment looks very promising,
but it is too soon to determine whether results will
justify the additional costs iflourrede

Logging costs on this tract were the lowest of
all the clearout areas in spite of a high cost of 4e49
for road construction,

TRACT )-

This tract of 39.6 acres includes two settings.
One was selected for cutting because it was on a high
ridge top, a location on which It is difficult to get
adequate dispersal of seed. It was felt that cutting
this setting first would help the situation because
adjacent stands were tall and old enough to produce good

seed crops. It it were to be cut after the adjacent
settings, the seed source would necessarily be from much

younger and aborter trees. This setting also included
a vine maple patch where it was desirable to get a timber

stand established. The lower setting included t poorly

stocked brushy creek bottoms.
In locating the cutting line for this tract

special attention was given to the brushy creek bottoms.
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One reason it is difficult to get a good burn on such

areas is because they are usually understociced and there

is not xnuh slash to burn. Therefore, instead of locat-

ing the cutting boundary along the creek bottom whioli

is the common practice of many foresters, it was located

on the opposite bank, and a narrow strip of tirn.ber on

this tar bank was included in the tract. allers were

instructed to fall the trees into the brush to create

additional slash and thus facilitate burniflg (Plate 8).

This procedure had the additional advantage in that the

logs from across the creek were dragged throup,h the brush,

thus tearing it up to some extent. Plate 4 shows another

part of tile sauo area after yarding.

Unfortunately, the logger did not have all the

logs removed from the top landing and this tract could

not be burned in 194.9. Since this was a good seed year,

it was decided, therefore, to plant part of the brush

threat area and use it for a comparison with tract 3-A

which was burned and planted the same season.

The logging costs were about average for the

olearout tracts.
Tract 3-C, an improvement thinniflk, vas in

eluded in this orestryloggiflg plan. It will be

discussed in detail later under intermediato cuttings.
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PLATE 8

Trees were felled into the brushy creek

bottom to knock down the brush ana create

slash to facilitate burning.





DIS CUSSI ON

Preparation of a detailed forestry-logging

plan for a tract of wild land is essential to efricient

land management, Just as careful planning is essential

to any other business venture. This is particularly

true in steep topography where the staggerd setting

system will be used. This is because the initial road

system largely determine8 the basic logging plan for the

entire area and, therefore, it must be carefully planned.

The designation of what timber will be cut or left and

the size and location of the cut and leave trects largely

determines the amount of forestry that is obtained on

the ground.

Under a system of staggered settins it is very

important that the plan include the leave settings; they

should be as carefully planned as those to be cut immediate-

ly. Otherwise, It is doubtful it they will be logical

logging units, and the roads going through them will

not be on the best location. The result will be high

future logging costs.

If the timber is to be sold to the hiaeSt

bidder, a detailed logging plan provides the prospective

bidder with specific information upon which to base coat

estimates. This reduces the risk and enables him to bid
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more for stwnpage.

Preparation of this torestry-1ogin.g plan cost
O.li6 per thousand board feet sold. Based on the total

acreage included in the plan the cost was only sO.O22
per thousand board feet. It is felt that the extra coat
involved in making a detailed plan of this kind is more
than repaid. by reduced logging costs and incrc;ised
atumpage returns.



INTERWEDIATh CUTTINGS

Are intermediate cuttings practical in 100-
year-old spruce-hemlock stands? To answer this question
several series of cuttings have been Initiated at Cascade
Head Experimental Forest. The first out has been complet-
ed on three tracts. Results of these thinriins will be
cetermined by periodic growth and mortality measurements

on permanent sample plots and, therefore, are not yet
available. However, certain technhues, preliminary
results and logging costs are of Interest and are pre-
sented here.

The objectives are to determine the economic

and silvicultural advantages and dIsadvantages of dif-
ferent types of intermediate cuttings. This will be done

by comparing the cuttings with each other, with unthinned

check plots, and with olearcutting. The final results
should provide infornatlon on what stands are suitable
for Intermediate cuttings and when and how the cuttings

should be mad..

THACT 1- CROP-TREE THINNING,

This 100 acre tract was divided into two units

with a 61 acre chock area left uncut bet.een them. The

stand was estimated to be 98 years old at the tirne of

72
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logging and consisted of aproxiinately tw-thirds sruce
end one-third hemlock and Douglas-fir. There were also a

few red alder trees and a very light uiiderstory of hemloo
and spruce reproduction. The stand is on a southerly
slope at an elevation averaging 8O feet. The topography

is gentle to moderate ;ith alaost the entire area being
suitable for trotor logging. The soil is a deep resi-
dual clay loam with no rock outcroppings.

Most of the honilock trees had aruflec theffLselves

naturally and had fairly clean boles. The spruce how-

ever, were frequently rough with iarge persistent dead

limbs. There was much variability in this respect,
rough and clean trees of the same species sometimes

growing side by side.
Estimated annual mortality in the stand amounted

to 4.45 board feet per acre. Objectives were to salvage

this current mortality and minimize future mortality b1

cutting any trees that were expected to die within the

next 10 years. Trees that were defective and were not

putting on any net growth were also :aaraed for cutting.

In addition, an attempt was made to select crcp trees and

release them by cutting nearby trees of poorer quality.

Before logging, permanent growth and 'ortality

plots were established in both the t.hinnin and check
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areas. The purpose here was to study the quantity and

quality growth response of individual trees in the
residual stand by vigor class, crown class, aid degree
of release and to compare the growth and ortality in
the residual stand with that in the check area. The

plots were also used to measure loggin; damage to trees
of the residual stand.

Total volunie to be removed was set at approxima-

tely 25 percent ot the original stand voluae. It was
felt that opening of the forest canopy more than this
might result in excessive windfall and that taking 1888
xigb.t not be practical from an ec.noziic standfoiat.
econd-growtb spruce and heloc in this locality has

only become merchantable in the last few years, and

logging operators are still working on a rather narrow
margin.

In logging the stand certain W000dures wore
followed to minimize logging damage and the decay that

would result. In this dense stand a certain a;iount of
daivage was unavoidable, particularly during the first
thinning. Therefore, the tract was thinned, in two stages,
first taking about half the volume, then followinL; up
with a clean-up marking to take damaged trees and any
additional volume needed to total the 25 percent that
was wanted. In making the clean-up marking I as
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important for the marker to estimate the amount of decay
that would result from any given injury. Many trees with

minor injuries could be left until the next thinning which
it was assumed would be in about ten yeara. since the
stand was more open when the cleau-up marking as logged,

the damage was low. This procedure was a big help in

minimizing logging dage. However, it probably resulted
in somewhat higher costs because the cutting crew had to

go over the area twice. Yarding and loading costs should

not have been affected very much.

The tractor used for yarding was restricted
a Caterpillar D-4 or equivalent because a lrer machine

would have bad trouble getting around in the dense stand
and would have resulted in more damage bcth to boles of

8tanding trees and to 'ateral rots. Main tractor roads

were located and built before falling was permitted, and

fallers re Instructed to fall trees to the lead of the

roads whenever possible. This procedure facilitated
yarding logs into the riain tractor roads without damage

to the residual stand. When trees were felled at right

angles to the roads and had to be turned by the tractor,

damage was increased. Tractor roads were kept as

straight as possible to speed up yarding, and because on

sharp curves the logs tended to drag to the iiisido and

damage trees along the inside of the curve. some sharp
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turns were necessary, but an attempt was uide to locate
thorn where the loge could pivot on a snag or tree that
would be out. Main tractor roads were located by the
forester and the logging foreaan workiu toether. In

the dense portions of the stand a narrow right-of-ay
had to be out. Here the forester marked the right-of-
way trees, whenever possible taking trees that would
normally be cut anyway. Some stumps had to be blown to

keep the roads straight and in some places so the tractor
could get through the dense stand.

The initial marking was oopietei in 1947.
The iring rule is given in the appendix. Cutting

orewa rked on the tract a short time in the fall of
1947, from June until September 1948, and ooapieted the

clean-up marking from May until August, 1949. Fallers
and buokers were paid by the day. They used power saws

for falling. Logs were bucked into various lengths

avcragin about 40 feet.
Approximately one-half mile of spur road was

constructed on the south boundary of the tract. This

was an unsurfaced road designed for swnnier use only. It
was tributary to the Shinglebolt Road, also unsurfuced.

Yarding was done with an Aflis-ChaLiers Hi)-?

and a Caterpillar D-4 trcter. The lID-? w o aipped.

with a Carco rubber tired arch, but use of he arch was
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restricted to main tractor roads. Yarding and loading

operations were intermittent due to weetber conditions.
Only 37 loads were hauled in 1947 before rains provented

use of the Shinglebolt Road. About 200 loads were hauled

during July and August 1948; then rains again prevented

hauling. Hauling was attempted again in August 1949,

this time from the east portion of the tract where it was
necessary to use the spur road. This spur never dried out

enough to run a loaded log truck over it, and it vas
finally necessary to use a Caterpillar D-7 tr;ctor an
arch to yard the logs down the spur to the $hing1ebolt
Road where they were loaded on trucks. The thinning was

finally completed in Se2tenlber, 1949.
Needless to say, the attempt to use unsurfaced

roads proved costly because of temporary shutdowns due to

summer showers and the extra yarding ditnco dwn the

spur road. As shown in Table 2 the yarding cost was

high. Yal1in and bucking was also above average. How-

ever, this would normally be higher than on clearout

tracts because of the low volume logged per acre.

Based on height measurements of 100 dominant

and codominant trees and by rLfercnce to the spruce-

hemlock yield bulletIn (21, p.10) the site index for

both areas Is approximately 150 or a high site juality

III. According to this method of classification there
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is no significant difference in site between the logged
area and check area.

Based on a 20 percent cruiso the original net
volume on the check area was 81,270 board feet per acre.

Thinning removed 19,308 board feet per acre or 23.8

percent. Detailed stand statistics based on the permanent
sample plots tabulated In Table 4 in the appendix.

Of 300 residual trees on the permanent plots
60 trees or 16.5 percent were damaged. Very little of
the logging damage was preventable and most of it was

of a minor nature. Each injury was classified as root,
basal, trunk, or crown and rated on a scale of one to ten.
For example, an Injury classified as basl -two meant the
base or the tree had been damaged for tw-tentbs of the
circumference. Basal -10 meant the tree was completely

girdled. Two-thirds of the injuries were classed as
one or two. By checking these trees periodically and
comparing decay and rate of growth on individual trees

it should be possible to provide the marker with in-
formation to help him decide what damage classes can be

left until the next cut, it was observed on tract l-E
that logging damage was more severe In the srin after
growth had started and the sap was runnin;. Hence logging

damage might be reduced if falling operations ware

conducted In the winter. Winter yarding opertIons might
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be desirable too, but this is usually not practical

because tractors cannot get around on the soft moist
ground.

Trees on the permanent plots were also rated

for crown release on a scale of one to ten. A rating

of zero meant a tree reoeived no crown rlease and a

rating of 10 meant It had received complete release from

crown competition. Fifty-four percoit or the residual

trees received some degree of release. Future growth

measureients on these trees should help to deterx1ne

the optimu:a degree of release with respect to growth.

TRACT 3.-C IMPRO E' T THIN]ING

This tract Of 80.1 aCreS was estimated to b

98 years old at the time of logging and consisted

approximately of 53 percent spruce, 32 percent heinloc4

and 15 percent Douglas-fir. About half the Douglas-

fir was scattered old-growth trees that had survived the

Nostucea fire. A few rather defective old-growth hem-

locks were also present. Elevations aver:ed 600 feet.

In all other respects the topography and tLaber stand

resembled tract 1-E.

Total volume to be removed was set at approxi-

mately 20 percent of the original stand; this was 5 per-

cent less than cut fron tract l-. The arking rule was
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the same except that no attempt ws m:de to rtlease
selected crop trees. According to the classitioation
Used by Hawley (14, p.201) this rnarkin resulted in a
combination improvement and salvage cutting. All in-

jured or defective trees that were expected to produce
little not increment during the next 10 years and all
merchantable snags and trees thab were exp&cted o die
within the next 10 years were marked. Ovormature old-

growth trees were marked it their renval would not create
too big an opening in the stand. Removal of these trees

amounted to 19,113 board feet per acre which w.s at

least 20 percent of the total volume. No recent cruise

has been made of tr ct 3-C to determine the total volume
and, therefore, the percent dcut is not accurately known.

An attempt to minimize logging damage ws

made by using the same techniques as applied to tract l-E.
These were improved somewhat by postponing the initial

marking until the main tractor reeds bad been located
and constructed; thus the marker knew which wa trees
should be felled and how they would be y.rde, and could
consider these tactcyrs in selecting the trees to be out.
Another improvement was the installtion of a more complete

systei of main tractor roads. One of these roads is

shown on Plate 9. Plates 9 and 10 show the stand after

the initial marking has been reiioved. A clean-up inurking
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PLATE 9

Tract 3-C after removal or the initial
marking. Main tractor roads were kept

as straight as possib.Le to minimize

logging damage.





PLATE 10

A portl.on of traot 3-C after reniova1

of the initial marking.
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was made later to remove damaged tree8.

Tract 3-C was served by all-weather roads which

greatly facilitated the thinning operation. The initial
marking was felled and bucked beginning in Nove:rLber, 1948

to take advantage of the reduced damage that would result
when the bark was tight. Yarding and loading started
in March, 194.9 and continued intermittently until it was
completed about the nidd1e of Noveaber. This long work-

ing season would not have been possible if the roads
had not been surfaced. The same equipment was used as

on area l-E.
Tract 3-C included a two acre brush patch

where the brush had effectively prevented adequate

seedling establishment. The area supported only a

few large, rough trees a some hamlock seedlings that had

become established and were struggling to survive. The

few trees already growing on the area were large and
vigorous. It eemed probable, therefore, that the site
could produce a good stand of timber it the brush could
be retarded long enough to give the trees a good start.
Since the area was typical of many others in the fog
belt, the development of an economical method of con-

verting such an area to timber production could have

wide application.
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With this objective in mind, a ethod similar
to that used on tract 3- was tested. A strip of timber
2 to 3 trees wide extending around the brubb. patch Was

marked for cutting, and fallers wore instructed to fall
the trees into the brush to create slash. While yarding

logs from the area the tractor operator used his tractor
to beat down or tear up the brush wherie var pos1bie.
Then the slash was burned. This job had to be done

carefully to avoid damage to the adjacent tiniber. A

three man crew was used; labor and equipment to do the job

totaled .69 per acre. The final step was to plant the

area to spruce. Plate 11 shows part of this brush patch
before any treatment was started. Plate 12 shows the

same area eight months later. Logs felled into the brush

can be seen in the background; the foreground has been

yarded arid is ready for slash burning.
This method of converting a brush area to tiflib*? product-

ion looks very promising, but it will be se time before

final results are available.
Total logging costs for tract 3-C as shown in

Table 2 mere the lowest of all areas studied, including

those that were olearcut. Oonsidering the fact that

only 19 thousand board feet per acre were logged compared

to about 75 thousaM on the clearout areas, this is

ieed remarkable. It indicates that intermediate



PLAtT.k

A dense brush patch typ1ca of many

ooaatal are8.

PL.LYI1E 12

The wne area shown in Plate 11, eight
montha later. Thes have been felled
into the brush to knock it down arid
create alaab.



Plate U

Plate 12
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cuttings can be made in such stands at a reasonable cost.
One factor that must be considered is that road construc-
tion costs amounted to only .88 per thousand board feet
for tract 3-C. They were higher on some of the other
tracts. However, perhaps the most reliable measure of

success on a basis of cost is the fallinG, bucking, yard-
ing, and loading costs. These were expected to be high

because of the small volume logged per acre, but actually
they compare quite favorubly with costs of the other

tracts. Loading costs were particularly low because
loading could continue steadily throughout the de,.y with

few delays. On the clearcut tracts loading was at a
lower rate because of delays in waiting for logs to be
yarded to the landing. The logs from tri.ct 3.-C were

cold decked along the road in advo.nce, and loadinG could

continue without interruption. Extra trucks were

provided whenever needed.

Based on height measurements of dominant and oo-

dominant trees and by reference to the spruce-hemlock
yield bulletin tract 3-C and the adjacent 4.0 acre check

area fall into site index 150 or a high site quality

III.
Permanent growth and mort.lity plots were

established on tract 3-C end the obec area. Detailed

statistics based on these plots are tabulated in Table 5
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in the appendix,

Of 187 residual trees on the perrranent plots
in the thinned area i+4 trees or 23.5 percent were daged.
Injuries were rated on a scale of one to ten as described
above on tract l-E, and 93 percent of the injuries were
in classes one or two. Thus more trees were demagei on

tract 3-C, but the Injuries were sialler. It is expected
that the defect resulting from these injuries will e

almost negligible for at least 10 years, and by that time
trees with potentially serious defect can be removed In

a second Intermediate cutting.
Trees on the permanent plots were also rated

for crown release on a scale of one to ten. Fifty-four
percent of the residual trees received some degree of
release. It is a coincidence that exactly the same
percentage of trees wex releesod as on trcct 1-L

TRACT 1-B SANITATION-SALVAGE ThINNING

The stand on tract 1-B was estimated to be 90

thousand board feet per acre of almost pure hem)ock.

It was somewhat different from the other trcts because
there were more trees per acre and the averae diameter
was smaller. The estimated age of 98 years, however,

was the same. Since it would have been difficult for a

tractor to operate in such a stand without oonIdereb1e
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dFuiage, a decision was made to use horses for yarding.

Thus comparisons of costs and damages could Li be-

tween the horse and tractor methods.

To minimize logging damage tract i-b was logged

in two stages, as were the other two thinnin. tracts. The

marking rule was also essentially the same except that

no attempt was made to release selected crop trees. The

marking rule for the initial marking is given in the

appendix. Plate 13 shows logs from the initial rnrking

felled and bucked and ready for yarding. There v;as not

much defect in the stand, but considerable mortality wss

taking place in the intermediate and suppressee crown

classes. The marking, therefore, centered around trees

in these classes. They averaged out 14 inches in

diameter and were well suited for yarding with horses.

Plate 14 Shows the stand after removal or th initial

marking but before the clean-up marking.

Logging started on the tr:.ct in September, 194S

and was completed in July, 1949. In contreat to all other

tracts in this study falling and bucLJ.fl wzia done entirely

with hand tools. Log were bucked into Th 'oOt lengths

and loaded on flat-bed trucks. The trucks were the only

mechanical equipment used. The loading o ration is

shown in Plate 15. total volume of 16,400 board feet

per acre was removed from the area. This v:.s 18.1 percent
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PLATE 13

1-B sbowin felled and bucked

oB ready for yarding. A clean-up

marking will be made later to remove

any badly damaged trees.
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PLATE 14

A portion or tract 1-B after roaova1
of the initial marUng.
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PLATE 15

Loading logs from tract 1-B
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of the estimated total stand volume.
Logging costs for tract i-B are shown in Table

2. They wore originally kept on the basis of truck seals.
In order to make comparisons with the other tracts a
conversion facter was applied to obtain an equivalent

Bureau Scale. The accuracy of the costs shown, therefore,

is depereut upon the accuracy of the conversion factor
used. The tailing and bucking oots were higher here than

on any of the other tracts. This was no doubt a result

of the short lengths, small timber, and use of hand saws.

Yarding costs were also high. There j a possibility
that this item could be reduced somewhat by shortening

yarding distances. Some logs were yarded over 700 feet

which is usually considered too far for efficient horse

yarding.
Ba8ed on height measurenents of 27 domin

and codominant trees and by reference to the spruce-

hemlock yield bulletin (21, p.10) tract i-B and the ad-

jacent check area fall into site index 142 which is about

an average site quality III.
Permanent growth and xnortality plots we

established on tract 1-B and on a-i adjacent check ea of

15 acres. There were not enough plots to provide reliable

stand statistics; so the data will be co:abined with

additional data to be obtained from an adjacent area
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now being logged, 8tatistios on 1oggiw demage and 

crown release are available. Out or a totalaf 73 

residual trees on the permanent plots 22 trees or 30 

percent were damaged. idcst of the injuries were in class 

one and resulting defect is not expected to be a 8eriOUS 

problem. If the intermediate and sup ;ressed trees had 

been allowed to die naturally, they would eventually 

have fallen over; and it is quite possible that in doing 

so they would have caused more damage to the residual 

stand than resulted from the careful falling done on 

tract 1-B. A total of 54 trees on the permanent plots 

received some degree of crown release. TheSe ere 74 

percent of the residual trees which was better than 

attained on any of the other tracts. The greater success 

of releasing trees in this stand was duo to the presence 

of more trees with smaller crowns per acre. Plate 16 

is a photograph of the crowns in an adjacent stand showing 

the crowded conditions before logging. Plate 17 and 18 

were each taken from a stump on tract 1-B. They illustrate 

the more open condition of the crowns following the 

intermediate out. 

DISCUSSION OF I 2JIUEDIATh CUT 

The interrediate cuttings completed during 

this study show that it is possible to re.iove approximately 



PLATE 16

Tree crowns were crowded resulting in

considerable mortality in the supressed
and intermediate crown classes.
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Plato 16
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PLATE 17

Removal of a large dereciive tree some-

times created a rather large opening in
the carLopy.

The intermediate out removed trees t

were expected to die and gave the
residual trees more growing space.
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Plate 17

Plate 18
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2 percent of the volume of a spruce-hemlock stand without

excessive damage to the residual sland. The costs of
doing the job were not excessive; a1thouh they uveraged
somewhat higher then for cloarcutting. Coats of inter-
mediate cutting, of course, are greatly influenced by
accessibility. Many areas aro so inaccessible that
road construction costs to open up the trectou1d be
prohibitive. ifowever, it should be considered that
these roads would have to be constructed anyway when the

time arrives to make the final regeneration cut. ith
the 1ncre.sed use or the staggered setting syst.em of
olearcutting there may be numerous opportunities to make

intermediate cuts in the leave settings.
In the final analysis the success of these

intermediate outs will have to be evaluated by raking
a compr1son between the cut area and the check area

based on the returns er a complete rotation.



SUMMARY

Beginning in 1947 the Pacitlo Northwest

Forest and Range Experiment station initiated a series
of intermediate and harvest cuttings In 100-year-old

Sitic.a Spruce-%esterfl Hemlock stands at the Cascade Head

Experimental Forest. The cuttings were established us-

ing what were eonsidered to be the iost iromising forest

management techniques, the objective being to test end

demonstrate these techniques on logging operations of

commercial size. This thesis is an analysis of the

experimental cuttings established and the results

obtained during the first three years of the study.

Two progressive strip clearcut tracts are

described. Preliminary results indicate tht, instead

of using rectangular cutting units, a better approach

might be had by preparation of a plan based on the

irregular topography and designed for efficient logging,

but modified when necossur to control windfall or to

attain other desirable objectives.

An intensive forestry-logging plaxi 1euing to

a series of staggered olearcut settings is developed..

Important forest m.anagesnt techniques developed in

preparation of this plan are explained in detail.

The problem involved In obtaining adequate

stocking of timber species in the brushy creek cottons
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is explained. Attempts to solve the problem using

special falling and yarding techniques and slash
burning are described.

Preliminary results of three interriediato
cuttings indicate that it is possible to reciove
approximately 25 percent of the volume of a spruce-

hemloc stand without excessive danage to the residual

stand. Techniques used to minimize logfin dirriu;e

are described and re*omLnended.

Logging costs are analyzed for five olearcut

and three intermediate cut tracts. 1esults indicate

that costs of intermediate cutting are not excessive.

They averaged only slightly more than costs of clear-

cutting, In spite of the fact that only about one-
fourth as much volume per acre was lo:ed.


